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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 34 (1998), 267 { 284SECOND ORDER MULTIVALUED BOUNDARY VALUEPROBLEMSNikolaos Halidias and Nikolaos S. PapageorgiouAbstract. In this paper we use the method of upper and lower solutionsto study multivalued Sturm{Liouville and periodic boundary value prob-lems, with Caratheodory orientor eld. We prove two existence theorems.One when the orientor eld F (t; x; y) is convex{valued and the other whenF (t; x; y) is nonconvex valued. Finally we show that the \convex" problemhas extremal solutions in the order interval determined by an upper and alower solution.
1. Introduction
The metho d of upp er and lo w er solutions has b een successfully applied to study
the existence of m ultiple solutions for initial and b oundary v alue problems of the
rst and second order. This metho d generates solutions of the problem, lo cated in
an order in terv al with the upp er and lo w er solutions serving as b ounds. Moreo v er,
this metho d coupled with some monotonicit y t yp e h yp otheses, leads to monotone
iterativ e tec hniques whic h generate in a constructiv e w a y (amenable to n umerical
treatmen t) the extremal solutions within the order in terv al determined b y the
upp er and lo w er solutions.
This metho d has b een used only in the con text of single{v alued dieren tial equa-
tions and the ma jorit y of the w orks assume that the v ector eld is con tin uous in all
v ariables and so they lo ok for solutions in the Banac h spaces C2 (0 ; b). W e refer to
the b o oks of Bernfeld{Lakshmik an tham [1 ] and Gaines{Ma whin [9], to the pap ers
of Leela [16 ], Omari [22 ], Omari{T rom b etta [23 ] and to the references therein.
Extensions to Caratheo dory v ector elds w ere obtained b y Cabada{Nieto [4 ],
Gao{W ang [10 ], Nieto [19 ], Nieto{Cabada [20 ], Nk ashama [21 ] and P apageorgiou{
P apalini [27 ].1991 Mathematics Subject Classication: 34B15, 34B24.Key words and phrases: upper solution, lower solution, order interval, usc multifunction, lscmultifunction, decomposable set, truncation map, penalty function, extremal solutions, Sturm{Liouville boundary conditions, periodic solutions.Received February 6, 1997.
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So far the metho d has not b een used in the con text of m ultiv alued problems
(dieren tial inclusions). The pap ers on m ultiv alued b oundary v alue problems, use
other approac hes whic h require stronger gro wth conditions on the m ultiv al ued v ec-
tor eld. F or a sample of these metho ds w e refer to the w orks of Erb e{Kra w cewicz
[8 ], Kandilakis{P apageorgiou [13 ], Kra vv aritis{P apageorgiou [15 ] and Marano [17 ].
In this pap er w e emplo y the metho d of upp er and lo w er solutions to study a gen-
eral class of second order dieren tial inclusions with Sturm{Liouvill e and p erio dic
b oundary conditions. W e pro v e t w o existence theorems under Caratheo dory{t yp e
conditions on the m ultiv alued v ector eld (also kno wn as orien tor eld). The rst
existence result assumes that the orien tor eld has con v ex v alues (\con v ex" ex-
istence theorem). The second existence result do es not require con v exit y in the
v alues of the orien tor eld (\noncon v ex" existence theorem). Both theorems es-
tablish the existence of solutions in the order in terv al determined b y an upp er and
a lo w er solution. Moreo v er, for the \con v ex" problem, w e pro v e the existence of
extremal solutions for the problem (i.e. w e sho w that the problem has a greatest
and a least solution in the order in terv al). The same set of results is also pro v ed
for the p erio dic problem.
The m ultiv al ued problems studied in this pap er, arise in man y applied situations
of in terest:
(a) \Closed lo op systems":  x00 ( t) = f ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t) ; u( t)) a.e. on T , withu( t) 2 U ( t; x( t)) a.e. on T . In this case F ( t; x; y ) = f ( t; x; y; U ( t; x)).
(b) \Implicit dieren tial equations": f ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t) ; x00 ( t)) = 0 a.e. on T . In
this case F ( t; x; y ) = f v 2 R : f ( t; x; y; v ) = 0 g.
(c) \Deterministic systems with uncertain ties":  x00 ( t) 2 f ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)) +
[  r ( t; x( t)) ; r ( t; x( t))] a.e. on T . In this case F ( t; x; y ) = f ( t; x; y )+[  r ( t; x) ; r ( t; x)].
(d) \Problems with discon tin uous righ t hand side":  x00 ( t) = f ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t))
a.e. on T . Since this problem need not ha v e a solution, in order to dev elop an
existence theory , w e replace it b y a m ultiv alued one whic h is obtained b y , roughly
sp eaking, lling in the gaps at the discon tin uit y p oin ts (see Chang [5 ]). So w e
in tro duce f1 ( t; x; y ) = limx0!xy0!y f ( t; x0 ; y0 ) and f2 ( t; x; y ) = limx0!xy0!yf ( t; x0 ; y0 ). Assuming
that these functions are sup erp ositionally measurable ( N {measurable in the termi-
nology of Chang [5 ]), w e in tro duce F ( t; x; y ) = [ f1 ( t; x; y ) ; f2 ( t; x; y )] and consider
the problem  x00 ( t) 2 F ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)) a.e. on T . Note that for ev ery t 2 T ,f1 ( t; ; ) is lo w er semicon tin uous and f2 ( t; ; ) is upp er semicon tin uous (see Chang
[5 ]), hence F ( t; ; ) is usc (see Klein{Thompson [14 ]).
T o our kno wledge the most eectiv e (and often the only) w a y to analyze suc h
problems, is through the theory of dieren tial inclusions.
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2. Preliminaries
Let T = [0 ; b]. W e will b e studying the follo wing Sturm{Liouvill e and p erio dic
m ultiv alued b oundary v alue problems:
  x00 ( t) 2 F ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)) a.e. on T
( B0x)(0) = k0; ( B1x)( b) = k1 (1)
and
  x00 ( t) 2 F ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)) a.e. on Tx(0) = x( b) ; x0 (0) = x0 ( b) (2)
In problem (1), ( B0x)(0) = a0x(0)   c0x0 (0) and ( B1x)( b) = a1x( b) + c1x0 ( b),
with a0; a1; c0; c1  0 and a0 ( a1b + c1 ) + c0a1 6= 0. This last condition guaran tees
that the homogeneous problem x00 ( t) = 0 a.e. on T , ( B0x)(0) = 0, ( B1x)( b) = 0,
has only the trivial solution. Then for an y h 2 L1 ( T ), the solution of x00 ( t) = h( t)
a.e. on T , ( B0x)(0) = k0 , ( B1x)( b) = k1 , is giv en b yx( t) = u( t) + Z b0 G( t; s) h( s) ds; t 2 T
where u 2 C2 (0 ; b) is the solution of u00 ( t) = 0, t 2 T , ( B0u)(0) = k0 , ( B1u)( b) = k1
and G 2 C ( T  T ) is the Green's function of our problem with homogeneous
b oundary conditions (see for example Bernfeld{Lakshmik an tham [1]).
In sections 3 and 4, w e deal with the Sturm{Liouvill e problem and in section
5, w e sho w that the same results with minor mo dications in the pro ofs are also
v alid for the p erio dic problem.
So let us start b y dening what w e mean b y a solution of problem (1).Denition. A function x 2 W 2;1 ( T ) is said to b e a \solution of (1)", if there
exists v 2 L1 ( T ) suc h that v ( t) 2 F ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)) a.e. on T ,  x00 ( t) = v ( t) a.e. onT and ( B0x)(0) = k0 , ( B1x)( b) = k1 .
No w w e in tro duce the notions of upp er and lo w er solutions for problem (1),
whic h are the basic to ols in the approac h that w e follo w in this pap er.Denition. A function  2W 2;1 ( T ) is said to b e an \upp er solution" for problem
(1), if there exists a function v1 2 L1 ( T ) suc h that v1 ( t) 2 F ( t; ( t) ; 0 ( t)) a.e. onT ,  00 ( t)  v1 ( t) a.e. on T and ( B0)(0)  k0 , ( B1)( b)  k1 . Similarly a
function  2 W 2;1 ( T ) is said to b e a \lo w er solution", if there exists v0 2 L1 ( T )
suc h that v0 ( t) 2 F ( t;  ( t) ;  0 ( t)) a.e. on T ,   00 ( t)  v0 ( t) a.e. on T and
( B0 )(0)  k0 , ( B1 )( b)  k1 .
W e will briey recall some basic denitions and facts from m ultiv alued analysis
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that w e will use in the sequel. So let X b e a separable Banac h space. In what
follo ws w e use the follo wing notation:Pf(c) ( X ) = fA  X : A is nonempt y , closed (and con v ex) g:
If T = [0 ; b], then a m ultifunction F : T ! Pf ( X ) is said to b e \measurable",
if for ev ery x 2 X , the function t ! d( x; F ( t)) = inf [ jjx   yjj : y 2 F ( t)] is
measurable. In fact if on T w e consider the Leb esgue  {eld L (the completion
of the Borel  {eld B ( T ) with resp ect to the Leb esgue measure), then the ab o v e
denition of measurabilit y is equiv alen t to sa ying that GrF = f( t; y ) 2 TX : y 2F ( t) g 2 LB ( X ), with B ( X ) b eing the Borel  {eld of X (graph measurabilit y).
Finally a third equiv alen t denition of measurabilit y of F ( ), is to sa y that there
exists a sequence of Leb esgue measurable functions fn : T ! X , n  1, suc h thatF ( t) = ffn ( t) gn1 for all t 2 T . F or details and additional results, w e refer to the
surv ey pap er of W agner [29 ].
Giv en a m ultifunction F : T ! Pf ( X ), b y S1F w e denote the set of selectors
of F ( ) whic h b elong in the Leb esgue{Bo c hner space L1 ( T;X ); i.e. S1F = ff 2L1 ( T;X ) : f ( t) 2 F ( t) a.e. on Tg. In general there is no guaran tee that this set is
nonempt y . Through an easy application of the \Y ank o v{v on Neumann{Aumann
selection theorem" (see for example W agner [29 ], theorem 5.10), w e can c hec k
that for a measurable F ( ), S1F 6=  if and only if inf fjjyjj : y 2 F ( t) g 2 L1 ( T ).
Also for a measurable F ( ), S1F is con v ex (and closed) if and only if for almost allt 2 T , F ( t) is con v ex (and closed). Also S1F is b ounded in L1 ( T ) if and only ift! sup [ jjyjj : y 2 F ( t)] b elongs in L1 ( T ). An imp ortan t prop ert y that the set S1F
has, is that it is \decomp osable"; i.e. for all ( f1; f2; A) 2 S1F1  S1F2  L, w e ha v eAf1 + Acf2 2 S1F . This prop ert y , whic h formally lo oks lik e con v exit y (note thatAc = 1   A ), giv es to the set S1F a structure v ery similar to that of a regular
con v ex set (see P apageorgiou [26 ]).
Next let Y; Z b e Hausdor top ological spaces and G : Y ! 2 Zrfg a m ulti-
function. W e sa y that G( ) is \upp er semicon tin uous" (usc for short), if for ev ery
op en set V  Z , the set G+ ( V ) = fy 2 Y : G( y )  V g is op en in Y . Eviden tly
this is equiv alen t to sa ying that for ev ery C  Z closed, the set G  ( C ) = fy 2 Y :G( y ) \C 6= g is closed in Y . When G( ) is closed v alued (i.e. for ev ery y 2 Y ,G( y ) 2 Pf ( Z )), and Z is regular, upp er semicon tin uit y implies that the graphGrG = f( y; z ) 2 Y  Z : z 2 G( y ) g is closed in Y  Z with the pro duct top ology .
The con v erse is true if G( Y ) = [y2Y G( y ) is compact in Z . Another imp ortan t
notion of con tin uit y of G( ), is that of lo w er semicon tin uit y . More sp ecically , w e
sa y that G : Y ! 2 Zrfg is \lo w er semicon tin uous" (lsc for short), if for ev eryV  Z op en, the set G  ( V ) = fy 2 Y : G( y ) \V 6= g is op en in Y (equiv alen tly
if for ev ery C  Z closed, the set G+ ( C ) = fy 2 Y : G( y )  Cg is closed in Y ).
When Y and Z are metrizable spaces, then w e can giv e some alternativ e equiv alen t
c haracterizations of lo w er semicon tin uit y . Namely G( ) is lsc if and only if for ev eryyn ! y in Y as n!1, then G( y )  lim G( yn ) = fz 2 Z : lim dZ ( z;G( yn )) = 0 g,
with dZ ( ; ) denoting a metric whic h generates the top ology of Z . Also G( ) is
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lsc if and only if for ev ery z 2 Z , y ! dZ ( z;G( y )) is an upp er semicon tin uousR+{v alued function. Note that when G( ) is single{v alued, then b oth notions of
upp er and lo w er semicon tin uit y , coincide with that of con tin uit y . F or further re-
sults on these and related notions, w e refer to the pap er of DeBlasi{Myjak [6 ] and
the b o ok of Klein{Thompson [14 ].
If Y; Z are lo cally con v ex spaces, then a m ultifunction G : Y ! 2 Zrfg is said
to b e \b ounded", if it maps b ounded sets to b ounded sets. No w supp ose that Y; Z
are Banac h spaces. An op erator A : Y ! Z (not necessarily linear), is said to
b e \completely con tin uous", if it is con tin uous and maps b ounded sets in Y , in to
relativ ely compacts subsets of Z .
3. Existence results
In this section, assuming the existence of an upp er solution  and a lo w er
solution  suc h that   , w e pro v e the existence of at least one solution lo cated
in the order in terv al K = [  ; ] = fx 2W 2;1 ( T ) :  ( t)  x( t)  ( t) for all t 2 Tg,
for b oth the con v ex and noncon v ex problems.
W e start with con v ex problem. Then our h yp otheses on the data of the problem
are the follo wing:H( F) 1 : F : T RR! Pfc ( R) is a m ultifunction suc h that
(i) for ev ery ( x; y ) 2 RR, t! F ( t; x; y ) is measurable;
(ii) for almost all t 2 T , ( x; y ) ! F ( t; x; y ) has closed graph;
(iii) for ev ery r > 0, there exists r 2 L1 ( T ) suc h that for almost all t 2 T and
all jxj; jyj  r w e ha v e jF ( t; x; y ) j = sup[ jvj : v 2 F ( t; x; y )]  r ( t).H0 : There exist an upp er solution  2W 2;1 ( T ) and a lo w er solution  2W 2;1 ( T )
suc h that  ( t)  ( t) for all t 2 T and also there exists h 2 C ( R+; (0 ; + 1)) suc h
that jF ( t; x; y ) j  h( jyj) for all t 2 T , x 2 [  ( t) ; ( t)], y 2 R and
Z 1 rh( r ) dr > max t2T ( t)   mint2T  ( t) , with  = 1b max [ j (0)   ( b) j; j ( b)   (0) j] .Remark. In the second part of h yp othesis H0 , w e recognize the classical Bernstein{
Nagumo gro wth condition, whic h p ermits the deriv ation of a priori b ounds for the
rst deriv ativ e of the solution of  x00 ( t) 2 F ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)) a.e. on T . More pre-
cisely , w e can pro v e the follo wing lemma:Lemma 1.If h yp othesis H0 holds and x 2 W 2;1 ( T ) is a solution of x00 ( t) 2 F ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)) a.e. on T suc h that for all t 2 T ( t)  x( t)  ( t),then there exists N1 dep ending only on ;  ; h suc h that jx0 ( t) j  N1
for all t 2 T .Proof. Using h yp othesis H0 , w e can nd N1 >  suc h that
max t2T ( t)   min t2T  ( t) < Z N1 rh( r ) dr:
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W e will sho w that for all t 2 T , jx0 j  N1 . Pro ceeding b y con tradiction, supp ose
that this is not the case and that there exists
bt 2 T suc h that jx0 ( bt) j > N1 . By




x0 ( t0 )    < N1 and  x0 ( bt)  > N1:
Since x0 ( ) is con tin uous (recall that W 2;1 ( T ) is em b edded con tin uously inC1 ( T )), w e can nd [ t1; t2 ]  T , where one of the follo wing holds:
(a) x0 ( t1 ) = ; x0 ( t2 ) = N1 and  < x0 ( t) < N1 for all t 2 ( t1; t2 );
(b) x0 ( t1 ) = N1; x0 ( t2 ) =  and  < x0 ( t) < N1 for all t 2 ( t1; t2 );
(c) x0 ( t1 ) =  ; x0 ( t2 ) =  N1 and  N1 < x0 ( t) <   for all t 2 ( t1; t2 );
(d) x0 ( t1 ) =  N1; x0 ( t2 ) =   and  N1 < x0 ( t) <   for all t 2 ( t1; t2 ) :
W e assume that case (a) holds. Cases (b), (c) and (d) can b e treated similarly .
W e ha v e:  x00 ( t) 2 F  t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)  a.e. on T) 

x00 ( t) 

x0 ( t)  

F  t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)  

x0 ( t)  h  

x0 ( t) 

 x0 ( t) a.e. on T)  x00 ( t)  x0 ( t)h( jx0 ( t) j)  x0 ( t) a.e. on T (since h( ) is R+rf0 g{v alued) :
In tegrating o v er [ t1; t2 ], w e obtain
Z t2t1  x00 ( t)  x0 ( t)h( jx0 ( t) j) dt  Z t2t1 x0 ( t) dt = x( t2 )   x( t1 )  max t2T ( t)   mint2T  ( t) :
If w e let r = x0 ( t), w e ha v e dr = x00 ( t) dt and x0 ( t1 ) =  , x0 ( t2 ) = N1 . Therefore
w e obtain
Z N11 rh( r ) dr  max t2T ( t)   mint2T  ( t) ;
whic h con tradicts the c hoice of N1 . Since the other cases can b e treated simi-
larly , w e ha v e pro v ed the lemma. 
W e in tro duce the order in terv al K = [  ; ] = fx 2W 2;1 ( T ) :  ( t)  x( t)  ( t)
for all t 2g. W e are lo oking for solutions of (1) in the order in terv al K . In the
next theorem w e pro v e the existence of suc h solutions for the con v ex problem.Theorem 2.If hypotheses H ( F ) 1 and H0 hold,
MULTIVALUED B.V.P'S 273then problem (1) has a solution x 2W 2;1 ( T ) in K = [  ; ] .Proof. F rom lemma 1, w e kno w that ev ery solution x 2 W 2;1 ( T ) of (1), whic h
b elongs in K , satises jx0 ( t) j  N1 for all t 2 T , with N1 dep ending on ;  ; h
only . Set N1 = 1 + max ( N; jj0 jj1; jj 0 jj1 ). Also w e dene the truncation op erator 2W 1;1 ( T ) !W 1;1 ( T ) b y ( x)( t) = 8<
:
( t) if ( t)  x( t)x( t) if  ( t)  x( t)  ( t) ( t) if x( t)   ( t) :
F rom Gilbarg{T rudinger [11 ] (p. 145), w e ha v e that for x 2 W 1;1 ( T ),  ( x) 2W 1;1 ( T ) and  ( x) 0 ( t) = 8<
:
0 ( t) if ( t) < x( t)x0 ( t) if  ( t)  x( t)  ( t) 0 ( t) if x( t) <  ( t) :
In addition w e in tro duce the truncation at N function qN : L1 ( T ) ! L1 ( T ),
dened b y qN ( h)( t) = 8<
:
N if N  h( t)h( t) if  N  h( t)  N N if h( t)   N;
and the p enalt y function u : T R! R dened b yu( t; x) = 8<
:
x  ( t) if ( t)  x
0 if  ( t)  x  ( t)x   ( t) if x   ( t) :
Let NF ( x) = S1F (;(x)();qN ((x)0 )()) for ev ery x 2 W 1;1 ( T ) and dene G :W 1;1 ( T ) ! 2 L1(T ) b yG( x) = fv 2 NF ( x) : v ( t)  v0 ( t) a.e. on [ x <  < ]
and v ( t)  v1 ( t) a.e. on [  <  < x] g:
Claim #1: F or ev ery x 2W 1;1 ( T ), G( x) is nonempt y , closed and con v ex.
The closedness and con v exit y of G( x) are clear. So it remains to sho w thatG( x) is nonempt y . Consider the m ultifunction t! F ( t;  ( x)( t) ; qN (  ( x) 0 )( t)). W e
claim that this m ultifunction has a measurable selector. Note that h yp othesesH ( F ) 1 (i) and (ii), in general, do not imply that t! F ( t;  ( x)( t) ; qN (  ( x) 0 )( t)) is
measurable (see P apageorgiou [25 ]). So w e can not apply directly the Y ank o v{v on
Neumann{Aumann selection theorem and obtain a measurable selector of t !F ( t;  ( x)( t) ; qN (  ( x) 0 )( t)). T o obtain the desired measurable selector, w e pro ceed
as follo ws: Let fsngn1, frngn1 b e simple functions suc h that jsn ( t) j  j ( x)( t) j,jrn ( t) j  jqN (  ( x) 0 )( t) j, sn ( t) !  ( x)( t) and rn ( t) ! qN (  ( x) 0 )( t) a.e. on T asn!1. Because of h yp othesis H0 (i), for ev ery n  1 t! F ( t; sn ( t) ; rn ( t)) is mea-
surable and so w e can apply the Y ank o v{v on Neumann{Aumann selection theorem
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and obtain vn : T ! R a measurable function suc h that vn ( t) 2 F ( t; sn ( t) ; rn ( t))
a.e. on T . By h yp othesis H ( F ) 1 (iii) jvn ( t) j  r ( t) a.e. on T , n  1, withr > max [ jj jj1; jjjj1; N ] and r 2 L1 ( T ). In v oking the Dunford{P ettis theorem,
w e ma y assume that vn w! bv in L1 ( T ) as n ! 1. Then theorem 3.1 P apageor-
giou [24 ], implies that bv ( t) 2 con v lim fvn ( t) gn1  con v lim F ( t; sn ( t) ; rn ( t)) F ( t;  ( x)( t) ; qN (  ( x) 0 )( t)) a.e on T , the last inclusion b eing a consequence of h y-
p othesis H ( F ) 1 (ii). So bv 2 NF ( x). Set v = A1 bv + A2v0 + A3v1 , whereA1 = [   x  ], A2 = [ x <  < ] and A3 = [  <  < x]. By decomp osabilit yv 2 G( x) and so w e ha v e pro v ed the claim.
Claim #2: G( ) is usc from W 1;1 ( T ) in to L1 ( T ) furnished with the w eak top ology .
W e need to sho w that for ev ery C  L1 ( T ) w eakly closed, G  ( C ) = fx 2W 1;1 ( T ) : G( x) \ C 6= g is closed. So let fxngn1  G  ( C ) and assume thatxn ! x in W 1;1 ( T ) as n!1. Since W 1;1 ( T ) is em b edded con tin uously in C ( T )
(see Brezis [3 ]), w e also ha v e that xn! x in C ( T ) as n!1. Let vn 2 G( xn ) \C ,n  1. Then for all n  1, jvn ( t) j  r ( t) a.e. on T , with r > max [ jj jj1; jjjj1; N ].
Th us in v oking the Dunford{P ettis theorem and b y passing to a subsequence if
necessary , w e ma y assume that vn w! v in L1 ( T ) as n!1. Then using as b efore
theorem 3.1 of [24 ], w e ha v e that v ( t) 2 con v lim fvn ( t) gn1 for all t 2 TrS1 ,
with ( S1 ) = 0 (  b eing the Leb esgue measure on T ). Note that the truncation
maps  : W 1;1 ( T ) ! W 1;1 ( T ) and qN : L1 ( T ) ! L1 ( T ) dened in the b eginning
of the pro of, are con tin uous. Hence b y passing to a suitable subsequence, w e can
sa y that  ( xn )( t) !  ( x)( t) and qN (  ( xn ) 0 )( t) ! qN (  ( x) 0 )( t) a.e. on T . Then
using as b efore theorem 3.1 of [24 ] and h yp othesis H ( F ) 1 (ii), w e deduce thatv 2 NF ( x). If t 2 [ x <  < ] rS1 , then t 2 [ xn <  < ] for all n  n0 and sovn ( t)  v0 ( t), from whic h it follo ws that v ( t)  v0 ( t). Similarly , if t 2 [  <  < x],
then tn 2 [  <  < x] for all n  n1 and so vn ( t)  v1 ( t) from whic h it follo ws
that v ( t)  v1 ( t). So v 2 G( x) \C and this pro v es the claim.
No w let D = fx 2 W 2;1 ( T ) : ( B0x)(0) = k0; ( B1x)( b) = k1g and dene
bL : D  L1 ( T ) ! L1 ( T ) b y bL( x) =  x00 . Set L = I + bL .
Claim #3: L 1 : L1 ( T ) ! D  W 1;1 ( T ) exists and is completely con tin uous.
First w e will sho w that R( L) = L1 ( T ) (i.e. the op erator L is on to). F or this
purp ose w e need to sho w that for ev ery h 2 L1 ( T ), the Sturm{Liouville problem
  x00 ( t) + x( t) = h( t) a.e. on T
( B0x)(0) = k0; ( B1x)( b) = k1 (3)
has a solution x 2 W 2;1 ( T ). If h 2 C ( T ), then from M• onc h [18 ] w e kno w that
problem (3) has a unique solution. F or the general case, let h 2 L1 ( T ) and
let fhngn1  C ( T ) b e suc h that hn ! h in L1 ( T ) as n ! 1. Denote b yxn 2 W 2;1 ( T ), n  1, the unique solution of (3) when the righ t hand side ishn . F rom M• onc h [18 ] w e kno w that xn ( t) = u( t) + Z b0 G( t; s) hn ( s) ds, whereu 2 W 2;1 ( T ) is the unique solution of u00 = 0, ( B0u)(0) = k0 , ( B1u)( b) = k1 and
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follo ws that jxn ( t) j  ju( t) j + jjGjj1jjhnjj1  u( t) + M1 for all n  1 and all t 2 T .
So fxngn1 is uniformly in tegrable. Recalling that jjxnjj1 + jjx00njj1 is an equiv alen t
norm on W 2;1 ( T ) (see Brezis [3 ], p.132), w e deduce that fxngn1 is b ounded
in W 2;1 ( T ). Since W 2;1 ( T ) is em b edded compactly in W 1;1 ( T ) and fx00ngn1 is
uniformly in tegrable, b y passing to a subsequence if necessary , w e ma y assume
that xn ! x in W 1;1 ( T ) and x00n w! v in L1 ( T ) as n ! 1. Eviden tly v = x00
and so x 2 W 2;1 ( T ). Moreo v er  x00 ( t) + x( t) = h( t) a.e. on T , ( B0x)(0) = k0 ,
( B1x)( b) = k1 . So problem (3) has a solution x 2 W 2;1 ( T ) for ev ery h 2 L1 ( T ),
i.e. R( L) = L1 ( T ).
Next let x1; x2 2 D and set x = x1   x2 . DeneT+ = ft 2 T : x( t) > 0 g and T  = ft 2 T : x( t) < 0 g
b oth op en sets. F or  > 0 w e ha v e
Z b0  x( t)   x00 ( t)  dt  Z T+  x( t)   x00 ( t)  dt + Z T   x( t)   x00 ( t)  dt Z T+  x( t)   x00 ( t)  dt  Z T   x( t)   x00 ( t)  dt
=
Z T+x( t) dt Z T x( t) dt  Z T+x00 ( t) dt +  Z T  x00 ( t) dt
=
Z b0 jx( t) j dt   " Z T+ x00 ( t) dt  Z T  x00 ( t) dt# :
Let Tk b e a comp onen t of T+ . Then Tk = ( a; c) for some 0 < a < c < b or Tk =
[0 ; a) for some 0 < a < b or nally Tk = ( c; b] for some 0 < c < b. If Tk = ( a; c) w e
ha v e x( a) = x( c) = 0 and x( t) > 0 for t 2 ( a; c). Th us x0 ( a)  0 and x0 ( c)  0 and
from this it follo ws that
Z ca x00 ( t) dt = x0 ( c)   x0 ( a)  0. If Tk = [0 ; a), w e ha v ex( a) = 0 and x0 ( a)  0. Then Z a0 x00 ( t) dt = x0 ( a)   x0 (0)  0, since if c0 6= 0,x(0) = a0c0 x0 (0) (recall that ( B0x)(0) = 0 since x = x1   x2 ), while if c0 = 0, thenx0 (0) = 0 and so w e fall in the previous case. Hence Z T+ x00 ( t) dt  0 . In a similar
fashion, w e can also sho w that
Z T  x00 ( t) dt  0. Th us w e ha v e





x1 +  bLx1    x2 +  bLx2    1  jjx1   x2jj:
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F rom this it follo ws that ( I + bL )  1 = L 1 : L1 ( T ) ! D  L1 ( T ) is w ell{dened
and nonexpansiv e (in fact is the resolv en t of the m{accretiv e op erator bL; see V rabie
[28 ], Lemma 1.1.5, p. 20). Let  > 0 and consider the setE = n x 2 D : jjxjj1 + jjx00 jj1   o :
Using once again the fact that jjxjj1 + jjx00 jj1 is an equiv alen t norm on W 2;1 ( T ), w e
ha v e that E is b ounded in W 2;1 ( T ). Since the latter space is em b edded compactly
in L1 ( T ), w e infer that E is relativ ely compact in L1 ( T ). So from prop osition
2.2.1, p. 56 of V rabie [28 ], w e ha v e that L 1 : L1 ( T ) ! D  L1 ( T ) is completely
con tin uous. No w let V  L1 ( T ) b e b ounded, h 2 V and let x = L 1 ( h). Then x00 + x = h and from what w e pro v ed earlier, w e ha v ejjxjj1  jj   x00 + xjj1  sup [ jjhjj1 : h 2 V ] = jV j <1) jjx00 jj1  2 jV j:
Therefore it follo ws that L 1 ( V ) = ( I + bL)  1 ( V ) is b ounded in W 2;1 ( T ). Since
the latter is em b edded compactly in W 1;1 ( T ), it follo ws that ( I + bL)  1 ( V ) is
relativ ely compact in W 1;1 ( T ). Moreo v er if hn ! h in L1 ( T ) as n!1 and xn =
( I + bL)  1 ( hn ), n  1, then from what w e pro v ed earlier xn ! x = ( I + bL)  1 ( h)
in L1 ( T ) as n ! 1 and fxngn1 is b ounded in W 2;1 ( T ). Exploiting once more
the compact em b edding of W 2;1 ( T ) in to W 1;1 ( T ), w e ha v e xn ! x in W 1;1 ( T ) asn!1, whic h pro v es that L 1 : L1 ( T ) ! D  W 1;1 ( T ) is completely con tin uous
as claimed.
No w let U : L1 ( T ) ! L1 ( T ) b e dened b y U ( x)( ) = u( ; x( )) and set G1 ( x) =G( x)  U ( x) + x for ev ery x 2W 1;1 ( T ). Eviden tly G1 ( ) has nonempt y , closed and
con v ex v alues in L1 ( T ) (see claim #1). Moreo v er, b y virtue of claim #2, G1 ( ) is
usc from W 1;1 ( T ) in to L1 ( T ) equipp ed with the w eak top ology . Finally from the
denition of the p enalt y function u( t; x), it follo ws that for ev ery x 2 W 1;1 ( T ),jG1 ( x) j = sup [ jjgjj1 : g 2 G1 ( x)]   , where  = jjjj1 + b max [ jj jj1; jjjj1] andr > max [ jj jj1; jjjj1; N ]. Therefore b y virtue of claim #3, L 1G1 ( W 1;1 ( T )) is
compact and L 1G1 : W 1;1 ( T ) ! D  W 1;1 ( T ) has nonempt y , closed, con v ex
v alues and is usc. Th us w e can apply theorem 2 of Himmelb erg [12 ] and pro ducex 2 D suc h that x 2 L 1G1 ( x); i.e. x 2 D is a xed p oin t of the m ultiv alued mapL 1G1 ( ). Let S  D b e the set of these xed p oin ts.
Claim #4: S  K = [  ; ].
Let x 2 S . Then b y denition w e ha v e
  x00 ( t) = v ( t)   u( t; x( t)) a.e. on T
( B0x)(0) = k0; ( B1x)( b) = k1 (4)
with v 2 G( x); hence v ( t) 2 F ( t;  ( x)( t) ; qN (  ( x) 0 )( t)) a.e. on T , v ( t)  v0 ( t)
a.e. on [ x <  < ] and v ( t)  v1 ( t) a.e. on [  <  < x].
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Also since  2W 2;1 ( T ) is a lo w er solution for (1), b y denition w e ha v e
   00 ( t)  v0 ( t) a.e. on T
( B0 )(0)  k0; ( B1 )( b)  k1 (5)
with v0 2 L1 ( T ), v0 ( t) 2 F  t;  ( t) ;  0 ( t)  a.e. on T . F rom (4) and (5) it
follo ws that  00 ( t)   x00 ( t)  v ( t)   v0 ( t)   u( t; x( t)) a.e. on T
Multiply the ab o v e inequalit y with (   x) + ( t) and then in tegrate o v er T = [0 ; b].
W e obtain:
Z b0   00   x00  ( t)(    x) + ( t) dt = Z b0 ( v   v0 )( t)(    x) + ( t) dt  Z b0 u( t; x( t))(    x) + ( t) dt:(6)
F rom Green's form ula, w e ha v e
Z b0   00   x00  ( t)(    x) + ( t) dt
= (  0   x0 )( b)(    x) + ( b)     0   x0  (0)(    x) + (0)  Z b0   0   x0  ( t)(    x) 0+ ( t) dt:
F rom the b oundary conditions, w e kno w thatc1 0 ( b)  k1   a1 ( b) and c1x0 ( b) = k1   a1x( b) :
If c1 = 0, then a1 ( b)  k1 and c1x( b) = k1 . So  ( b)  x( b), from whic h w e ha v e
(    x) + ( b) = 0. If c1 > 0, then  0 ( b)  k1c1   a1c1 ( b) and  x0 ( b) =  k1c1 + a1c1 x( b).
Hence (  0 x0 )( b)  a1c1 ( x  )( b) and so (  0 x0 )( b)(   x) + ( b)  a1c1 ( x  )( b)(   x) + ( b)  0. Th us w e alw a ys ha v e (  0   x0 )( b)(    x) + ( b)  0. Similarly w e sho w
that (  0   x0 )(0)(    x) + (0)  0. Therefore
Z b0   00   x00  ( t)(    x) + ( t) dt    Z b0   0   x0  ( t)(    x) 0+ dt
=   Z b0 h (    x) 0+ ( t) i 2dt  0 :(7)
Also w e ha v e
Z b0 ( v   v0 )( t)(    x) + ( t) dt = Z f >xg ( v   v0 )( t)(    x)( t) dt  0(8)
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since v 2 G( x). Using (7) and (8) in (6), w e obtain  Z b0 u( t; x( t))(    x) + ( t) dt  0) Z b0 (    x) 2+ ( t) dt  0 (recall the denition of the p enalt y function u) ;)  ( t)  x( t) for all t 2 T:
Similarl y w e can sho w that x( t)  ( t) for all t 2 T . Therefore S  K = [  ; ].
But then for ev ery x 2 S , w e ha v e  ( x) = x and qN (  ( x) 0 ) = qN ( x0 ) = x0 . Sox 2 D  W 2;1 ( T ) solv es problem (1).
W e can also ha v e a noncon v ex existence theorem. F or this purp ose the h yp othe-
ses on F ( t; x; y ) are the follo wing:H( F) 2 : F : T RR! Pf ( R) is a m ultifunction suc h that
(i) ( t; x; y ) ! F ( t; x; y ) is graph measurable;
(ii) for almost all t 2 T , ( x; y ) ! F ( t; x; y ) is lsc;
(iii) for ev ery r > 0, there exists r 2 L1 ( T ) suc h that for almost all t 2 T and
all jxj; jyj  r , w e ha v e jF ( t; x; y ) j = sup [ jvj : v 2 F ( t; x; y )]  r ( t).Theorem 3.If hypotheses H ( F ) 2 and H0 hold,then problem (1) has a solution x 2W 2;1 ( T ) in the order interval K = [  ; ].Proof. As in the pro of of theorem 2, for ev ery x 2 W 1;1 ( T ) let NF ( x) =S1F (;(x)();qN ((x)0 )()) and let G : W 1;1 ( T ) ! 2 L1(T ) b e dened b yG( x) = fv 2 L1 ( T ) : v ( t) = f ( t) a.e. on [   x  ] \ [  < ] ;v ( t) = max [ f ( t) ; v0 ( t)] a.e. on [ x <  < ] ;v ( t) = min [ f ( t) ; v1 ( t)] a.e. on [  <  < x] ;v ( t) =  00 ( t) a.e. on [  = ] ;f 2 NF ( x) ; f ( t)  v0 ( t) a.e. on [ x =  < ]f ( t)  v1 ( t) a.e. on [  <  = x] g:
By Stampacc hia's theorem (see lemma 7.7, p. 145 of Gilbarg{T rudinger [11 ]),
w e kno w that x0 ( t) =  0 ( t) a.e. on [ x =  ] and x0 ( t) = 0 ( t) a.e. on [ x = ]. So
b ecause of h yp othesis H ( F ) 2 (i), w e ha v e that for ev ery x 2 W 1;1 ( T ), G( x) 6= 
and it is clear that it is decomp osable and closed.
Claim #1: G : W 1;1 ( T ) ! Pf ( L1 ( T )) is lsc.
Let xn ! x in W 1;1 ( T ) as n!1. W e need to sho w that G( x)  lim G( xn ) =fv 2 L1 ( T ) : v = lim vn in L1 ( T ) ; vn 2 G( xn ) ; n  1 g = fv 2 L1 ( T ) :
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lim dL1(T ) ( v;G( xn )) = 0 g (see section 2). T o this end let v 2 G( x). Then b y de-
nition w e can nd f 2 NF ( x) suc h that v ( t) = f ( t) a.e. on [   x  ] \ [  < ],f ( t)  v0 ( t) a.e. on [ x =  < ] and f ( t)  v1 ( t) a.e. on [  <  = x]. By virtue
of theorem 4.1 of [24], w e can nd gn 2 NF ( xn ), n  1, suc h that gn ! f inL1 ( T ) as n ! 1. Dene fn = max [ gn; v0 ] An1 + min [ gn; v1 ] An2 + gnAn3 , whereAn1 = [ xn =  < ], An2 = [  <  = xn ], A3n = Tr( An1 [ An2 ). Eviden tlyfn 2 NF ( xn ) and fn ! f in L1 ( T ). By passing to a subsequence if necessary , w e




fn ( t) on [   xn  ] \ [  < ]
max [ fn ( t) ; v0 ( t)] on [ xn <  < ]
min [ fn ( t) ; v1 ( t)] on [  <  < xn ] 00 ( t) on [  = ] :
Clearly vn 2 G( xn ), n  1.
Claim #2: vn ( t) ! v ( t) for all t 2 TrS1 as n!1.
T o see this w e consider distinct cases:
(a) t 2 [  < x < ] rS1 : Then t 2 [  < xn < ] rS1 for all n  n0 (recall thatxn ! x in C ( T ) as n!1). So vn ( t) = fn ( t) ! f ( t) = v ( t) as n!1.
(b) t 2 [ x <  < ] rS1 : Then t 2 [ xn <  < ] rS1 for all n  n1 . Thenvn ( t) = max [ fn ( t) ; v0 ( t)] ! max [ f ( t) ; v0 ( t)] = v ( t) as n!1.
(c) t 2 [  <  < x] rS1 : Then t 2 [  <  < xn ] rS1 for all n  n2 . Thenvn ( t) = min [ fn ( t) ; v1 ( t)] ! min [ f ( t) ; v1 ( t)] = v ( t) as n!1.
(d) t 2 [ x =  < ] rS1 : If there is a subsequence fmg of fng suc h that xm ( t) <x( t), then vm ( t) = max [ fm ( t) ; v0 ( t)] ! max [ fm ( t) ; v0 ( t)] = v ( t) = f ( t). If there
is a subsequence fkg of fng suc h that x( t) < xk ( t) < ( t), then vk ( t) = fk ( t) !f ( t) = v ( t) as k!1.
(e) t 2 [  <  = x] rS1 : This is analyzed as case (d) ab o v e.
(f ) t 2 [  = ] rS1 : Then vn ( t) =  00 ( t) !  00 ( t) = v ( t) as n!1.
F rom all these considerations and the Leb esgue dominated con v ergence the-
orem, it follo ws that ev ery subsequence of fvngn1 has a further subsequence
con v erging to v in L1 ( T ). So vn ! v in L1 ( T ) as n ! 1. Since vn 2 G( xn )n  1, w e infer that G( x)  lim G( xn ) and so w e conclude that G( ) is lsc as
claimed.
As in the pro of of theorem 2, let G1 ( x) = G( x)   U ( x) + x, where U ( x)( ) =u( ; x( )) (see the pro of of theorem 2). Eviden tly G1 ( ) has nonempt y , closed,
decomp osable v alues and is lsc. Apply theorem 3 of Bressan{Colom b o [2 ], to
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obtain g1 : W 1;1 ( T ) ! L1 ( T ) a con tin uous map suc h that g1 ( x) 2 G1 ( x) for allx 2W 1;1 ( T ). Let L b e as in the pro of of theorem 2 and dene S0 = fx 2 D : x =L 1g1 ( x) g. Arguing as in the pro of of theorem 2 and using this time Sc hauder's
xed p oin t theorem, w e infer that S0 6=  and S0  K = [  ; ]. Then ev eryx 2 S0 is a solution of (1).
4. Extremal solutions
Let
bS denote the set of solutions of problem (1) in the order in terv al K = [  ; ].
In this section w e sho w that the \con v ex" problem has extremal solutions in K ; i.e.
there exist solutions x; x 2 bS suc h that for ev ery x 2 bS , w e ha v e x  x  x .Theorem 4.If hypotheses H ( F ) 1 and H0 hold,then problem (1) has extremal solutions in the order interval K = [  ; ].Proof. F rom theorem 2, w e kno w that bS 6= .
Claim #1:
bS is directed.
T o this end let x1; x2 2 bS and set x3 = max [ x1; x2 ]. F rom Gilbarg{T rudinger
[11 ] (p. 145), w e kno w that x3 2W 1;1 ( T ). Let 3 ( x) and u3 ( t; x) b e the truncation
and p enalt y functions resp ectiv ely whic h corresp ond to the pair fx3; g; i.e. 3 ( x)
and u3 ( t; x) are dened b y3 ( x)( t) = 8<
:
( t) if ( t)  x( t)x( t) if x3 ( t)  x( t)  ( t)x3 ( t) if x( t)  x3 ( t)
and u3 ( t; x) = 8<
:
x  ( t) if ( t)  x
0 if x3 ( t)  x  ( t)x  x3 ( t) if x  x3 ( t) :
F or ev ery x 2 W 1;1 ( T ), let NF ( x) = S1F (;3(x)();qN (3(x)0 )()) and dene G :W 1;1 ( T ) ! 2 L1(T ) b yG( x) = fv 2 NF ( x) : v ( t)  w1 ( t) a.e. on [ x < x1 ] \ int[ x1  x2 ] ;v ( t)  w2 ( t) a.e. on [ x < x2 ] \ int[ x2  x1 ] ;v ( t)  v1 ( t) a.e. on [  < x] g;
where w1 2 S1F (;x1();x01()) and w2 2 S1F (;x2();x02()) are suc h that  x001 ( t) =w1 ( t) a.e. on T and  x002 ( t) = w2 ( t) a.e. on T . As w e did in the pro of of
theorem 2, w e can sho w that G( ) has nonempt y , closed, con v ex v alues and is usc
from W 1;1 ( T ) in to L1 ( T ) furnished with the w eak top ology (denoted henceforthL1 ( T ) w ). Let G1 ( x) = G( x)   U3 ( x) + x, with U3 ( x)( ) = u3 ( ; x( )). Then G1 ( )
is usc from W 1;1 ( T ) in to L1 ( T ) w with nonempt y , closed and con v ex v alues. Hence
if L = ( I + bL) (see the pro of of theorem 2), via theorem 2 of Himmelb erg [12 ],
w e can sho w that the set Sf = fx 2 W 1;1 ( T ) : x 2 L 1G1 ( x) g is nonempt y .
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W e will sho w that Sf  [ x3; ]. Indeed let x 2 Sf . Let A1 = int[ x1  x2 ] andA2 = int[ x2  x1 ].W e see that A1 [A2 = T . Then w e ha v ex001 ( t)   x00 ( t) = v ( t)  w1 ( t)   u3 ( t; x( t)) a.e. on T(9)
and x002 ( t)   x00 ( t) = v ( t)  w2 ( t)   u3 ( t; x( t)) a.e. on T(10)
Multiply equation (9) with ( x1   x) + ( t) and then in tegrate o v er A1 .
W e obtain
Z A1 ( x001   x00 )( t)( x1   x) + ( t) dt = Z A1 ( v  w1 )( t)( x1   x) +dt  Z A1 u3 ( t; x( t))( x1   x) +dt(11)
Let ( ;  ) b e a comp onen t of the op en set A1 \ fx1 > xg. Using Green's form ula,
w e ha v e
Z  ( x001   x00 )( t)( x1   x)( t) dt = ( x01   x0 )( b)( x1   x)( b)   ( x01   x0 )( a)( x1   x)( a)  Z  ( x01   x0 ) 2dt
If 0 <  <  < b, then ( x1   x)( ) = ( x1   x)(  ) = 0. So w e obtain
Z  ( x001   x00 ( t)( x1   x)( t) dt =   Z  ( x1   x) 2dt  0) Z A1 ( x001   x00 )( t)( x1   x)( t) dt  0(12)
Also from the denition of G( x) and since v 2 G( x), w e ha v e
Z A1 ( v   w1 )( t)( x1   x) + ( t) dt = Z A1\fx1>xg ( v  w1 )( t)( x1   x)( t) dt  0(13)
Using (12) and (13) in (11) w e obtain
0    Z A1 u3 ( t; x( t))( x1   x) + ( t) dt = Z A1 ( x1   x)( t)( x1   x) + ( t) dt) Z A1 ( x1   x) 2+ ( t) dt  0 ; hence x( t)  x1 ( t) for all t 2 A1:(14)
Similarly m ultiplying (10) with ( x2   x) + ( t) and in tegrating o v er A2 w e obtain
Z A2 ( x2   x) 2+ ( t) dt  0 ; hence x( t)  x2 ( t) for all t 2 A2:(15)
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F rom (14) and (15) it follo ws thatx3 ( t)  x( t) for all t 2 A1 [A2) x3 ( t)  x( t) for all t 2 T b y con tin uit y :
Therefore x 2 [ x3; ], i.e. Sf  [ x3; ]. Since Sf  bS , w e ha v e pro v ed that bS is
directed as claimed.
Claim #2: Ev ery c hain C in bS has an upp er b ound in bS .
F rom corollary IV.11.7, p. 336 of Dunford{Sc h w artz [7 ], w e kno w that there is a
sequence fxngn1  C suc h that sup C = sup n1xn . Eviden tly w e can ha v e fxngn1
to b e increasing. By denition
  x00n ( t) = vn ( t) a.e. on T
( B0xn )(0) = k0; ( B1xn )( b) = k1 
with vn 2 S1F (;xn();x0n()) . Since xn 2 [  ; ], n  1, w e ha v e that jvn ( t) j  r ( t)
a.e. on T with r > max [ jj jj1; jjjj1; N1 ]. Hence fx00ngn1 is uniformly in tegrable.
Recalling that jjxnjj1 + jjx00njj1 is equiv alen t to the W 2;1 ( T ){norm, w e infer thatfxngn1 is b ounded in W 2;1 ( T ). Using the compact em b edding of W 2;1 ( T ) in toW 1;1 ( T ), the Dunford{P ettis theorem and b y passing to a subsequence if necessary ,
w e ma y assume that x00n w! w in L1 ( T ), xn ! x in W 1;1 ( T ), xn ( t) ! x( t) andx0n ( t) ! x0 ( t) for all t 2 T as n!1. It is easy to see that w = x00 , hence xn w! x
in W 2;1 ( T ) as n!1. Moreo v er from theorem 3.1 of [24 ] and h yp othesis H ( F ) 1
(ii), w e obtain as b efore that
  x00 ( t) 2 F ( t; x( t) ; x0 ( t)) a.e. on T
( B0x)(0) = k0; ( B1x)( b) = k1 
from whic h w e deduce that x = sup C 2 bS .
Therefore from Zorn's lemma, w e infer that
bS has a maxima l elemen t x 2 bS .
Since
bS is directed, x is unique and is the greatest solution of (1) in K = [  ; ].
Similarly w e can pro duce the least solution x of (1) in K = [  ; ].
5. Periodic solutions
A careful reading of the pro ofs of the previous theorems, rev eals that the same
metho ds (with few trivial mo dications) can b e used to analyze the p erio dic prob-
lem (2).Denition. A function  2 W 2;1 ( T ) is said to b e an \upp er solution" of (2) if 00 ( t)  v1 ( t) a.e. on T , with v1 2 L1 ( T ), v1 ( t) 2 F ( t; ( t) ; 0 ( t)) a.e. on T and(0) = ( b), 0 (0)  0 ( b). Similarly  2W 2;1 ( T ) is said to b e a \lo w er solution"
of (2) if   00 ( t)  v0 ( t) a.e. on T , with v0 2 L1 ( T ), v0 ( t) 2 F ( t;  ( t) ;  0 ( t)) a.e.
on T and  (0) =  ( b),  0 (0)   0 ( b).
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In this case
bL : D  L1 ( T ) ! L1 ( T ) is dened b y bL( x) =  x00 for all x 2 D =fx 2 W 2;1 ( T ) : x(0) = x( b) ; x0 (0) = x0 ( b) g. Using the same tec hniques that w e
emplo y ed in section 3 and 4 for the analysis of the Sturm{Liouvill e problem (1),
w e can ha v e the follo wing theorems (no w in h yp othesis H0 the upp er solution 
and the lo w er solution  , refer to problem (2)).Theorem 5.If hypotheses H ( F ) 1 and H0 hold,then problem (2) has extremal solutions in the order interval K = [  ; ].Theorem 6.If hypotheses H ( F ) 2 and H0 hold,then problem (2) has a solution x 2W 2;1 ( T ) in the order interval K = [  ; ].Remark. These t w o theorems extend in v arious w a ys the w orks of Cabada{Nieto
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erential equations with discontinuousnonlinearities, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 33 (1980), 117{146.[6] DeBlasi, F.S., Myjak, J., On continuous approximations for multifunctions, Pacic J.Math. 123 (1986), 9{31.[7] Dunford, N., Schwartz, J., Linear Operators I, Wiley, New York (1958).[8] Erbe, L., Krawcewicz, W., Boundary value problems for dierential inclusions y00 2F   t; y; y0  , Annales Polon Math. 56 (1990), 195{226.[9] Gaines, R., Mawhin, J., Coincidence Degree and Nonlinear Dierential Equations,Springer Verlag, Berlin (1977).[10] Gao, W., Wang, J., On nonlinear second order periodic boundary value problem withCaratheodory functions, Annales Polon Math. 62 (1995), 283{291.[11] Gilbarg, D., Trudinger, N., Elliptic Partial Di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